
 You’ve Lost You’ve Lost a Wonderful Companion -- 
A K9 Partner, Therapy Animal, a Beloved Pet 

The death of our animal companion can be as painful -- sometimes even 
more – as the loss of a human family member. As you have lost this beloved 
family and/or team member, the below steps are offered in hope of helping 
you to process this hurtful loss.  

Grief demands its time; it expresses love we felt for our pet while our body, 
mind and emotions work to deal with this new life without our beloved 
animal companion.  

The below items are in no order of importance since everyone processes change 
in their own timeframe. 

1. Set aside time to grieve and fully experience your emotions. Lean into your
feelings; don’t try to repress them, which will only lengthen the period of strong
pain. Stuffing emotions down can cause more pain down the road. Grieving is
healthy and healing.

2. Reflect on life shared with your pet. Memories can be bittersweet, but take
time to reflect -- by writing, storytelling, or another form of expression easy for
you. Start with the earliest memories.
     Focus on the good times; this allows your body to experience emotions like 
gratitude for the time you had together. Over time, positive feelings help to heal 
grief. However, don’t use this step to avoid #1, which enables the slow releasing 
of painful emotions. (#1 and #2 are two sides of the same coin.) 

3. Meet your basic needs. Grief often causes disrupted sleep -- even loss of appetite. Sleep is disrupted as our
mind attempts to process feelings of pain, anger, etc. -- but maintain your sleep routine and use some calming
practice (gentle music or praying) as you wait to fall asleep.
     Grieving is work; it taxes the body, so nutrition is needed. Even if it doesn’t appeal to you, drink lots of water 
and eat at least small amounts of good foods daily.  

4. Choose a calming practice and use it often. It can be painful that the rest of the
world continues as if nothing happened, when your world has been up-ended with
the loss of your pet. But you can choose to slow down, even if the world doesn’t.
Choose a calming practice such as praying thanks for the time you had your beloved
pet, or intentionally relaxing body tension to help decrease anxieties.

5. Maintain routines with your remaining animals. Animals thrive on routine. Other living pets, if you have any,
also experience the absence of their companion. Dogs grieve and can search for their pack member. Cats may
hide or spend more time alone. Horses may run the fence line and whinny, seeking a reply from their mate.
Maintain their routines, which provide a comforting structure and familiarity – even for you, although the first
few times can be painful. Investigate adding drops of flower essence to an upset animal’s drinking water, such as
Rescue Remedy or Honeysuckle, which can help reduce their anxiety.



6. Memorialize the life and love of your pet. Sometimes, we don’t get to say “goodbye” to our pet. Not having
this closure can increase or lengthen our grief. So, consider an alternative such as memorializing the pet through
a poem, letter, having a burial service, creating and hanging a shadow box with your pet’s tags, collars and paw

imprint. Find a way meaningful to you. 
  Pray, thanking God for this wonderful 
creature, asking Him how best to honor its 
life, and what to learn from this time. 

7. Seek support. It’s helpful to have support, especially in the early period of your loss -- like on your first walk
without a dog: have a sympathetic friend come in place of your dog. Consider seeing a professional to process
the pain of losing your pet (the CCSO Employee Assistance Program offers several free counseling sessions). Try
one or more of the many online communities such as Max’s Healing Hearts Community or the AKC Pet Loss
Support Group on Facebook, which is a safe space to express your grief, obtain peer support, and share about
your pet.

8. Add something new and positive to your life. Don’t try to numb your grief with alcohol, drugs, comfort foods,
excessive exercise, overwork, or activities meant to distract like gambling or excessive shopping; these can be
destructive.
   If you try to numb grief, you’ll also suppress good feelings and healing, which God wants for you. Instead, add 
something positive to your life, like listening to upbeat KLove music on radio or podcasts, reading the Bible, or a 
book about peace, or attending a grief group.  

9. Others grieve, too. Others in your family may also be sad, but express it differently. Don’t expect them to feel,
speak, or behave like you; everyone’s way of dealing with loss is unique.

10. If there are children in your home, this death may be the first one they have experienced. Don’t hide it from
them, and don’t repress their sadness. If they seem confused, suggest they draw or
write stories about the pet. Let them play, even when you think they should be
mournful, such as at a memorial service.
    If they wish, let them see the burial and say good-bye in their own way. 
Maintain normal school and other routines; these are reassuring and healing. 
Discuss why the pet died; ensure the child doesn’t think he or she is responsible. 
Remind them that God created and loves them and their pet. 
    Model for them that it’s okay to be sad, cry, and to talk about the beloved pet, 
and to express gratitude for the time you had that wonderful being in your life. Use this as an opportunity to 
teach about the beauty and value of all life.  

Sources: www.akc.org, www.rainbowsbridge.com, The Holy Bible 

More resources:  
The Other Side of Sadness, by G. Bonanno.  
UP, a movie to watch and discuss with kids. 
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mailto:Linda.Ahrens@ccsheriff.org

